Coach Parking

Manchester provides on-street short stay parking for coaches wanting to drop off or pick up visitors close to a number of city centre attractions and venues.

There are also some medium coach stands where coaches can park for longer periods, as well as designated coach parks that offer longer, overnight and weekend coach parking to visitors who pre-book in advance of their arrival.

**Short stay drop-off bays (max. 20 minutes)**
1. Chorlton Street 2 bays
2. Liverpool Road 2 bays
3. Whitworth Street 2 bays
4. Lower Mosley Street 2 bays
5. John Dalton Street 1 bay

**Medium stay coach stands (max. 4 hours)**
1. Byrom Street 2 bays*
2. Charles Street 2 bays*
3. Cheetham Hill Road 9 bays**
4. Great Bridgewater Street 1 bay
5. Great Ducie Street 3 bays**
6. Dutton Street 9 bays*
7. Store Street 6 bays
8. Water Street 1 bay*
9. Corporation Street 3 bays

**Long Stay & Overnight (Pre-booking essential)**
- Etihad Stadium (Sportcity)
  Pre-book by calling +44 (0)161 227 3151
- IWM North (The Quays)
  Enquiries – please call +44 (0)161 836 4000
- Salford Quays
  Enquiries – please call +44 (0)161 848 1850
  (Min parking time of 3 hours)

* Dual use coach bays may be used by buses and goods delivery vehicles/parking bays
** Only between 7pm and 4am
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Visit Manchester’s Districts

**Central Retail District** Featuring the biggest names in fashion including high street favourites.

**Piccadilly** The main gateway into Manchester with Piccadilly train station and Piccadilly Gardens.

**Northern Quarter** Manchester’s creative urban heart with independent fashion stores, record shops and cafés.

**Spinningfields** A district of offices and high-end shopping and some of the city’s best restaurants and bars.

**First Street** Manchester’s cultural and office district featuring the new multi arts centre HOME and the UK’s first Melia INNSIDE hotel.

**Castlefield** The place to escape from the hustle of city life. A residential neighbourhood with restaurants, pubs and bars.

**Chinatown** Made up of oriental businesses including Chinese, Thai, Japanese and Korean restaurants.

**NOMA** A neighbourhood of offices, homes, public spaces, shops and restaurants.

**Petersfield** Manchester Central Convention Complex, The Bridgewater Hall and Great Northern.

**The Gay Village** Unique atmosphere with restaurants, bars and clubs around vibrant Canal Street.

**Civic Quarter** Home to iconic listed buildings such as the Town Hall and Central Library.

**Medieval Quarter** An area rich in culture and history. It is the home of some of the city’s oldest buildings.

**St. John’s** A new unique residential neighbourhood, a community of creativity and innovation.
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visitmanchester.com/traveltrade